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A single, unique target often pops out quickly and efficiently from a field of 

homogenous distractors in visual search.  Pop out has helped shape theories of 

visual attention and feature integration as well as to identify basic features in 

human vision. The present experiments demonstrate a new phenomenon, false 

pop out, wherein one of the homogenous distractors competes with the singleton 

target to pop out, perhaps by breaking an overall grouping or pattern emerging 

from the display. Using a compilation of several studies, this research reports the 

effect in a number of display contexts using a number of different stimuli, and 

provides converging evidence toward the idea that low and high level features 

contribute equally to the primary perceptual experience, a counterintuitive finding 

for most current theories of visual search. 
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Introduction 

 

Pop out is said to occur when a target is detected quickly, effortlessly, and 

independently of the number of distractors presented in a visual search display.  

Pop out frequently arises when a unique target stimulus, often a feature singleton, 

appears in a field of homogeneous distractors (Neisser, 1967; Treisman & Ge-

lade, 1980; Wolfe 1994; Duncan & Humphreys, 1989). Thus, a single X pops out 

from a field of Os; a uniquely oriented line segment pops out from a field of iden-

tically oriented distractor lines; a single moving or flashing element pops out from 

stationary or non-flashing distractors; and a single green item pops out from a 

field of red distractors. Such highly efficient processing has become a corner-

stone of vision research since Neisser (1967) and has helped shape theories 

both of visual search (Wolfe & Robertson, 2012) and of the basic features that 

guide search (Wolfe & Horowitz, 2004). 

 Classic theories of vision have used pop out to define low-level features as 

“basic” in traditionally bottom-up approaches to understanding primary perception. 

Feature Integration Theory (FIT) was among the first to propose that discrimina-

tion based on basic features is fast and independent of display numerosity (see 

Figure 1) (Treisman, 1990; Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Treisman & Paterson, 

1984). At the time, this highly efficient search performance resulting from pop out 

was attributed to the existence of feature maps used for the detection of varying 
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levels of features, a concept followed-up by Guided Search Theory (GST; Wolfe, 

1994, 2007).  

 

 
 

Figure 1. Examples of visual search displays producing efficient 
search or Pop Out based on the basic feature dimensions of color 
(left) and shape (right). 

 

According to GST bottom-up search is dependent upon local differences in 

basic features. Every basic feature has its own saliency map acting as a spatially 

bound representation of levels of that basic feature occurring in the visual field. 

Earlier work by Nothdurft (1991) regarding thresholds for successful local seg-

mentation of targets noted that signals must be sufficiently above background 

noise in order to pop out. GST therefore considers pop out to be the result of lo-

cal differences in basic features that produce sufficiently significant differences in 

activation in that basic feature’s saliency map (Wolfe, 2007). Because GST talks 

in terms of thresholds, it is even possible within its framework to have pop out 

even when a target is not unique and is present in a heterogeneous search field, 

a situation that was difficult for FIT to explain (see Figure 2).  
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Figure 2. The vertical line that pops out is one of many vertical lines 

in the display, but does not have the same local relationships as the 

other lines in the display, which are identical to their diagonal 

neighbors (the display contains diagonal ‘rows’ of identical stimuli). 

This difference in the local relationships of the target compared to 

the distractors is sufficiently above threshold, and pop out occurs 

despite the target not being unique (figure from Nothdurft, 1991). 

 

  Although FIT and GST have been leading theories of visual attention, 

there are a growing number of instances in which the “basic feature first” premise 

does not hold. First, there are cases where basic feature singletons fail to pop out. 

This may occur either when the singleton differs insufficiently from the homoge-

neous distractors (is less than one jnd removed from them), or when the targets 

and distractors are too small, noisy, or low in contrast to be seen, i.e., when tar-

gets are state limited (Garner, 1970b) or data limited (Norman & Bobrow, 1975). 

Second, and more important to the current research, there is a plethora of evi-

dence for the dominance of configural properties in visual processing, including 

the Configural Superiority Effect (Pomerantz et al, 1977) and pop out from high-
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level features (Enns & Rensink, 1990; He & Nakayama 1992; Kleffner & Rama-

chandran, 1992).  

The recently proposed Theory of Basic Gestalts (TBG; Pomerantz & Portil-

lo, 2011) encompasses these findings by presenting a framework for visual atten-

tion that considers the visual Gestalt. When low-level features combine to form 

Gestalts the result is a non-additive conglomerate of features with visual proper-

ties, called emergent features that are qualitatively different from and independ-

ent of the sum of the individual local relationships. Because they are independent, 

these qualitatively different properties are novel and cannot be predicted by list-

ing the original features from which they are comprised.  

Visual Gestalts as defined by TBG are qualified by the presence of emer-

gent features that are indicative of very select, particular relationships between 

low-level features. These emergent features are diagnosed by the Configural Su-

periority Effect (Pomerantz et al., 1977), wherein conjunctions of features con-

taining the same discriminatory information as contained in their individual parts 

yield superior visual search performance (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. A demonstration of a configural superiority effect. When 
adding homogenous context (middle) to an initial stimulus field (left), 
the composite display (right) elicits improved detection of the target. 
Figure adapted from Pomerantz et al., 1977. 

 

 The finding that emergent features can produce performance that is supe-

rior to that produced with low-level features, combined with the finding that pop 

out can occur for configural elements, suggests that the traditional, basic feature-

first theories of visual attention may have been overlooking a critical contributor 

to primary perception – the Gestalt. The present research presents converging 

evidence for this supposition by demonstrating that configural information can 

disrupt pop out previously thought to be based on historically deemed basic fea-

tures. Specifically, we report displays wherein one or more distractors seem to 

compete with the singleton target for the perceiver’s attention as the apparent 

odd item. We call this effect false pop out (FPO), and loosely phrased, its es-

sence is that a distractor poses as the target, as the apparent odd one out.  

 

  

!" #"
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Background 

 

 The first hint of FPO came from experiments examining context effects in 

localizing the one oddly oriented line segment in displays like Figure 4a (from 

Pomerantz et al., 1977).  Three of the line segments are negative diagonals while 

the fourth, unique line is a positive diagonal, located in a randomly chosen quad-

rant. The task is to locate the quadrant with the odd item as quickly and accurate-

ly as possible.  Normally, a 90 deg orientation difference between target and 

multiple distractor lines guarantees pop out (e.g., Cavanagh, Arguin, and Treis-

man, 1990; Wolfe & Horowitz, 2004), but with these displays, Ss found the task 

somewhat difficult – certainly harder than finding the O in a field of Xs shown in 

Figure 1b. Unlike with Xs and Os, however, their errors with the diagonals 

seemed to pile up on the quadrant opposite and furthest removed from the sin-

gleton (the physically unique item).   

 
 

Figure 4. The task was to locate the odd item in each of these dis-
plays. In panel a, Ss often selected the diagonal line in the upper 
left rather than the lower right. Ss only rarely made such a mistake 
in the panel b. 

 

a.# b.#
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Moreover, some Ss argued that their erroneous responses were actually 

the correct ones, that the “odd” target was not the physically unique diagonal but 

the diagonal that broke the otherwise mirror symmetric diamond formed by the 

diagonals in the other three quadrants. Some Ss noted that only one of the diag-

onals pointed toward the center of the display whereas the other three were ori-

ented perpendicular to the center, and therefore it was that oddly pointing (not 

the oddly oriented) item that popped out for them as the target. These Ss 

seemed to be viewing the displays less as four discrete elements and more as a 

unitary configuration with a near-uniformity or regularity broken by one of the ho-

mogeneous distractors and not by the singleton. 

Further observations suggested that FPO might not be a quirk limited to 

diagonal lines arranged in quadrants.  With three stimuli arranged in a row, as in 

Figure 5, locating the odd element is easy in Panel a, but in Panels b and c per-

ceivers often seem slow and error prone in saying whether the left, center, or 

right element is odd. This effect is robust enough to be evident even in classroom 

demonstrations. Such observations were noted explicitly, albeit in passing, by 

Pomerantz (2002), but there are hints of and speculation about the effect in data 

as far back as Pomerantz et al. (1977). 
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Figure 5. In Panel a, perceivers rarely experience difficulty identify-
ing the right element as the odd one, but they sometimes have diffi-
culty with the displays in Panels b and c. 

 

 The current research uses 5 experiments to test the boundaries and con-

ditions of this phenomenon. What sorts of stimuli induce FPO? What arrange-

ments of stimuli yield the effect? What does false pop out imply for our 

understanding of normal, “true” pop out? The cases of FPO we present include 

more than one type of stimulus, suggesting that the effect is not an isolated curi-

osity. Each experiment is followed by a discussion on its relevance to current 

theory, and we conclude with a discussion fitting FPO into the general framework 

of TBG and the implications of these findings for basic feature driven theories of 

visual search and attention.  

 

   

  

a.# b.# c.#
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Experiment 1 

 

Here we looked closely for FPO in displays like those in which it has been 

noticed inadvertently, namely odd quadrant displays where the task was to locate 

the one stimulus in a field of four, arranged in an imaginary square, that differed 

from the other three, identical distractors. Such displays generally should yield 

normal (“true”) pop out. As stimuli, we used: (a) diagonal lines like those in Figure 

1a; (b) other displays that included horizontal and vertical lines where we had no 

a priori reason to expect FPO; and (c) control displays of letters that we likewise 

expected to yield no FPO. 

 

Participants  

11 Rice University undergraduate students (10 female, 1 male; ages 18-

20) participated voluntarily for credit towards their course requirements. Re-

quirements for participation included the use of any corrective lenses needed for 

20/20 vision. Exclusion criteria included any previous experience with the same 

lab, including participating in any experiments there. 

 

Stimuli and Design 

Figure 6 shows all 40 of the odd quadrant displays with the target - distrac-

tor pairs we tested. The 40 displays fall into three display types shown in the 

Panels: (a) positively and negatively sloped diagonals, (b) vertical and horizontal 
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line segments, and (c) letters. The displays were presented in two blocks, with 

each of the 40 displays presented 6 times per block, in a separate random order 

for each S and for each of the 2 blocks, for a total of 480 trials, excluding practice. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. The complete set of 40 odd quad displays in Experiment 1. 
The stimuli in Panel a were judged likely to yield FPO, based on 
hints in the data of earlier experiments, comments from Ss, and 
their contain potential configural patterns like the closure and collin-
earity associated with X and Diamond patterns. In Panels b and c, 
we anticipated less or no FPO based on the absence of these 
properties. 

a. 

b. c.  
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The diagonal line segment displays were similar to ones used previously 

on which Ss made frequent errors and occasionally even disputed which element 

was actually the odd one out. In the top left odd quadrant display in Figure 6a, 

some Ss had claimed the upper right element was odd because it is the only el-

ement that does not point toward the center of the display; if it were rotated 90 

degrees, the four diagonals would form a symmetric, smoothly continuing X con-

figuration. As noted above, in the bottom left panel of Figure 6a some Ss claimed 

the element in the upper right was odd because it is the only element that does 

point toward the center; if it were rotated 90 degrees, the diagonals would form a 

symmetric, closed diamond configuration. Henceforth we will refer to these as “X” 

and “Diamond” displays, respectively. We also tested the same diagonal targets 

presented against either all horizontal or all vertical line distractors in Line Control 

displays (Figure 6b). Lastly we tested discrimination between the letters A, and B, 

and between X and O, as Letter Control displays (Figure 6c). None of these con-

trol displays appear to contain potential configural properties like that in the X and 

Diamond displays that might underlie FPO.  

For all displays, the task was to indicate which of the four quadrants con-

tained the element that was different from the other three. The X and Diamond 

displays in Figure 6a and the Letter Control displays in 6c were constructed by 

taking a target-distractor discrimination such as positive vs. negative diagonal 

line, or X vs. O, and completing all 8 combinations resulting from which quadrant 

contained the odd item and which of the two elements was the odd one and 
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which was the distractor. The Line Controls in Figure 6b were constructed simi-

larly but with positive and negative diagonals always serving as the target and 

with horizontals or verticals serving as distractors. The odd item was equally like-

ly to appear in all four quadrants, and the displays were presented in a mixed, 

random sequence. 

For the displays in Figure 6a that we suspected might yield FPO, the dis-

tractor we expected to draw a disproportionate rate of erroneous responses was 

always the one in the corner diagonally opposite the objectively unique element. 

We call that pattern-breaking distractor the DFPO. In both the X and the Diamond 

displays, the DFPO in that diagonally opposite quadrant was always the one that 

broke the X or Diamond symmetry that would otherwise appear were that distrac-

tor rotated 90 deg. Thus, we expected errors would pile up in that diagonally op-

posite, and most distant, quadrant. By contrast, in the control displays of Panels 

6b and c, errors were expected to be less frequent and distributed equally among 

the three distractors. 

 

Procedure 

E-Prime Professional Version 2.0 (Psychology Software Tools, Inc.) was 

used to design and run the experiments. Stimuli were created using Adobe Illus-

trator and exported as .jpg files. The final displays measured approximately 7in. x 

7in. and were presented on screens calibrated to minimize display differences in 

color and brightness. Ss viewed the displays from about 12-18 in and responded 
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to the displays by pressing keys on a keyboard corresponding to the quadrant 

containing the different element (the digits 1, 3, 4, and 6 on the keyboard number 

pad corresponded to the bottom-left, bottom-right, top-left, and top-right quad-

rants, respectively, mirroring the layout of the display’s quadrants). The experi-

ment was completed in a darkened room to reduce glare on the monitors. 

Ss were instructed to “locate the quadrant with the different line or letter.” 

These instructions were immediately followed by a practice session using only 

the “A” and “B” letter control displays in Figure 3c. Feedback was given during 

the practice trials but not in the experiment proper. Each display was presented 

for a maximum of 1000msec or until a response was made. An inter-stimulus fix-

ation cross (“ + “) was presented for 750msec, which appeared to reduce any 

apparent motion seen between displays. Each display was presented 3 times per 

Block in a 2 Block design. Ss were given time to rest in between the two blocks. 

At the close of the experiment, they completed a questionnaire asking about the 

strategies they used and what they believed the experiment was about. 

 

Results 

Univariate ANOVAs (4 x 2 x 4) for subject accuracies and correct reaction 

times (RTs) were done for the following variables: Display Type (X, Diamond, 

Line Controls, Letter Controls), Block (2), and Quadrant (i.e., which quadrant con-

tained the unique target; 4).  
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There was a significant main effect of Display Type, corresponding to the 

three types of stimuli shown in Figure 6a-c, on both accuracy, F(2,240) = 364.38, 

p < 0.001, and RT, F(2,240) = 116.2, p < 0.001. Accuracy rates for the X and Di-

amond displays were far lower, at 48.6%, than for the Line Control displays with 

horizontal and vertical segments at 98.8% and for the Letter Controls at 94.6%. 

RTs were longer for the X and Diamond displays (731ms) versus the control Line 

Controls (550ms) and Letter Controls at 579ms (see Figure 7 for accuracy and 

RT distributions). There was no main effect of Block on accuracy, F(1,240) = 0.4, 

p = 0.53, or RT, F(1,240) = 2.82, p = .10, so the data were collapsed across 

blocks. Finally, there was no main effect of Quadrant on accuracy, F(3,240) = 

0.67, p = 0.57, or RT F(3,240) = 0.15, p = 0.93, so data for analogous quadrants 

were collapsed across displays within each Display Type. There were no signifi-

cant effect interactions. 
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Figure 7. Distributions of accuracies (top) and RTs (bottom) for all 3 
Display Types in Experiment 1. Means are denoted by x.  

 

In analyzing these displays for possible FPO, we used two criteria: (1) 

whether the response rate for any distractor approached that for the actual target, 

and (b) whether it exceeded the response rate for the other two distractors. Dis-

plays meeting neither of these two criteria thus show no FPO. Displays showing 

!

!
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either criterion alone but not both will be classified as showing “moderate” FPO, 

while those meeting both criteria will be classified as showing “strong” FPO. Any 

displays in which a distractor’s response rate actually exceeds the rate for the 

target itself will be classified as showing “very strong” FPO. 

Multiple comparisons (Bonferroni corrected) were performed across the 

overall response rates for each of the four elements combined across the 8 X 

and Diamond displays shown in Figure 6a.  The 47.9% correct response rate to 

the unique target element was significantly higher than the rate for any distractor, 

p < .001 for all three. However, DFPO (the distractor that broke the symmetry of 

the Diamond or X pattern) drew a response rate of 32.8%. This error rate was 

more than three times higher than the error rate for the other two distractors, p 

< .001, at 10.0% and 9.3% respectively (counted clockwise from the target); and 

these latter two distractors did not differ significantly from each other, p = 1. Us-

ing the criteria for defining FPO given above, we classify this level of FPO gener-

ated by DFPO across all 8 of these displays as “moderate FPO” because one 

criterion was met but not the second; that is, one distractor drew significantly 

more error responses than did the other two, but it did not match the response 

rate for the target itself. We note also that Ss were faster in the Diamond or X 

displays to respond to DFPO (736ms) than to the target itself (760ms), although 

this effect was of only borderline significance, t(73) = 1.99, p = .05.   

Further corrected multiple comparisons were performed on each individual 

Diamond and X display in Figure 6a. For each X display (Figure 8a-d), the DFPO 
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drew response rates equivalent to those for the actual target and significantly 

higher than for either of the other two distractors. Using the above criteria, we 

classify this level of FPO seen in these four displays as “strong FPO” to recog-

nize that both criteria for detecting FPO were met.  

For 2 of the 4 Diamond displays (8e-f), the DFPO drew responses at a rate 

equivalent to the target but not significantly higher than to the other two distrac-

tors in the display. Again just one criterion was met, so we classify this outcome 

as showing “moderate FPO.” 

For the remaining 2 Diamond displays (8g-h), no statistically significant 

FPO was found: targets received more responses than all three distractors, 

which in turn received equivalent response rates to each other. However, this 

was not because the target drew more responses with these two displays than 

with the other Diamond and other X displays: the response rates for targets in all 

X and Diamond displays were statistically equivalent, F(7,87) = .18, p = .99. Ra-

ther responses here tended to load onto more than one distractor but not onto all 

of them. We speculate then that more than one distractor created at least some 

level of FPO, consistent with the hypothesis that there were two or more potential 

symmetries in these displays that could be broken by different distractors.  
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Figure 8. Average response distributions, RTs, and multiple com-
parison statistics for each quadrant in the 8 X and Diamond dis-
plays in Experiment I. T refers to the quadrant containing 
objectively different target item, D1 and D2 refer to quadrants con-
taining distractors, and DFPO refers to the quadrant containing the 
suspected pattern-breaking distractor that might cause false pop 
out. All significance values are Bonferroni corrected. 

 

For the Line and Letter Control displays, no FPO arose. The unique target 

element was always chosen significantly more often than any distractor in the 

display, p < .001 for all comparisons. The distractors drew statistically equivalent 

response rates to each other in all but one of the displays (in this exception, each 

distractor drew the same proportion of responses as at least one of its compan-

ion distractors). Ss were highly accurate with the Line and Letter Controls: The 
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response rates to the targets in the Line Control (98.8%) and the Letter Control 

displays (94.5%) were well above the 47.9% in the X and Diamond displays.  

On the feedback forms, 3 of the 11 Ss reported viewing the display “as a 

whole”, and 3 of them used the word “pattern” when referring to some of the dis-

plays. Furthermore, 2 of the 11 Ss specifically hand-drew examples of the Dia-

mond or X displays to note that they were difficult.  

 

Discussion 

The results from Experiment 1 show Ss frequently and consistently identi-

fying one particular distractor as the item they see as different. For all the dis-

plays in which this occurred, the item they selected as odd was the 

homogeneous distractor diagonally opposite the target, the DFPO that broke an 

otherwise global symmetry in the odd quadrant display; were it oriented opposite-

ly, the whole display would form a Diamond or an X configuration containing sali-

ent emergent features such as symmetry, closure, collinearity, and parallelism 

(Pomerantz and Cragin, in press).  

Thus, Experiment 1 presents evidence for FPO and suggests a cause. 

With the diagonal line displays that would form a symmetric X configuration if the 

element DFPO were rotated 90 deg, Ss chose that pattern-breaking distractor as 

the odd item as often as they chose the actual unique target. Similar, albeit mild-

er, results were found in the Diamond displays. Moreover, Ss were slow in re-

sponding to the X and Diamond displays and also reported that these displays 
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were difficult to resolve, consistent with the notion that Ss were conflicted about 

which element was odd.  

By contrast, the Control displays with horizontal lines, vertical lines, and 

letters, showed neither of these indications of FPO. To be sure, errors were 

made on those displays, but the errors were spread evenly over all the distractors. 

Moreover, performance was faster and more accurate on the control displays, 

consistent with the notion that Ss were not conflicted by competing information 

about which element was odd. 

The design of the current experiment is crucial to the observation of FPO, 

although the task we use here – localization – differs from the one most common-

ly used in pop out research – detection. In a target detection paradigm, the target 

is explicitly defined by the experimenter (one target that never changes), and the 

S’s job is to say whether that pre-designated target is or is not present in the dis-

play without indicating where in the display it might be (Treisman and Gelade, 

1988; Treisman and Gormican, 1988; Duncan and Humphrey’s, 1989). By doing 

so, experimenters were trying to ensure that they were recording preliminary 

visuo-attentional responses. However, they were also never able to guarantee 

that the target detected by the Ss was the target they were instructed to detect 

because the task was simply to indicate whether that target was present or ab-

sent, not to locate where it appeared in the display. Instead, the assumption was 

made that because the target was previously defined, it would be the item that Ss 

reported detecting. Contrary to this traditional paradigm, all experiments in the 
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current work require Ss to indicate the location of the target, allowing for confir-

mation that Ss are detecting a target in the location of the actual unique item. 

 Of further importance to the current work was the omission of accuracy 

feedback after every response during the experiment, which also diverges from 

historical design. This approach does not require that Ss learn what responses 

they should be providing. If Ss are consistently corrected when providing re-

sponses indicating FPO, they will eventually conform to the feedback in their re-

sponses, but not necessarily in their perceptions. In earlier experiments, Ss may 

have been experiencing FPO, but responding according to task requirements. On 

top of detection paradigms, this feedback approach has undoubtedly further con-

tributed to FPO going formally unnoticed until presently.  
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Experiment 2 

 

If FPO is more than an isolated curiosity, it should appear with other stimu-

li besides diagonal lines. Experiment 2 again used the odd quadrant paradigm 

with dot displays similar to those used in the seminal presentation of TBG (Pom-

erantz and Portillo, 2011). In their research, Pomerantz and Portillo used dots to 

observe EFs from the ground-up, considering the dot or point to be lowest-level 

stimulus for vision besides the Ganzfeld, possessing only the single quality of 

spatial position. Although with dots it may be less apparent what stimulus-wide 

patterns or symmetries might be broken by one of the homogeneous distractors, 

such patterns may nonetheless exist. Thus we made no predictions in Experi-

ment 2 about which distractor(s) might falsely pop out and thus act as DFPO.  

 

Participants 

17 Rice University undergraduate students (11 female, 6 male; ages 18-

20) participated voluntarily for credit towards their course requirements. Inclusion 

and exclusion criteria were the same as in Experiment 1.  

 

Stimuli and Design 

 The odd quadrant displays of Experiment 2 contained one dot in each 

quadrant; each could be positioned within its quadrant in any of 9 locations de-

fined by an imaginary 3 x 3 grid. These 9 positions allowed for 72 possible com-
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binations of target dot and distractor dot location (9 x 8); all 72 were tested. 

Moreover, the oddly placed dot could fall into any quadrant, resulting in 288 (72 x 

4) displays in all. Figure 9b depicts four examples, all involving a target dot locat-

ed in the center of its quadrant in a field of distractor dots all located in the lower 

right of their quadrants. 

 

 
 

Figure 9. (a) Examples stimulus pair and (b) the four ways that this 
ordered pair can be arranged in an odd quadrant display. 

 

Procedure 

All aspects of Experiment 2 were the same as in Experiment 1 except that 

the 288 dot displays were presented on a touch screen monitor, tilted 45° for 

ease of use. Ss viewed the displays from a distance of 12-18 in and responded to 

the displays by touching inside the quadrant they saw as containing the different-

ly placed dot.  

Ss were instructed to “locate the quadrant that is different from the other 

three.” Instructions were immediately followed by 14 practice trials using 

red/green outline rectangles and “X”s and “Os” as stimuli, followed in turn by the 

formal trials with dots. Each display was presented for a maximum of 2000msec, 

in a field of 

a. 

b. 

Target Target 

Target Target 
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but Ss were able to progress more quickly if they responded sooner. An inter-

display fixation cross (“+“) was presented for 750msec. The 288 displays were 

each presented once per block over 4 blocks in random order. 

 

Results 

A univariate ANOVA (4 x 4) for subject accuracies and correct RTs was 

done for the following variables: Quadrant (i.e., where the target, T, was located; 

4) and Block (4).  

Accuracy analyses were performed on response rates for each of the four 

quadrants. There was a significant main effect of Quadrant (where the target, T, 

was located) on accuracy, F(3,256) = 5.98, p = .001: Ss more often correctly 

identified the lower right quadrant as odd than correctly identified the upper left or 

upper right. There was no main effect of Block on accuracy, F(3,256) = 0.04, p 

= .99, nor was there a Block X Quadrant interaction on accuracy, F(9,256) = 

0.125, p = .99. 

There was a significant main effect of Block on RT, such that Ss became 

faster over time, F(3,256) = 16.67, p < .001. There was no main effect of Quad-

rant on RT, F(3,256) = 1.12, p = .34, and no Block X Quadrant interaction, 

F(9,256) = .05, p > .99. As there were no interactions of Block, data were col-

lapsed across blocks.   

We used the same criteria as in Experiment 1 to detect any FPO arising in 

these displays. Bonferroni corrected multiple comparisons among the responses 
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rates for each quadrant for each of the 288 displays revealed 17% of them show-

ing signs of strong or very strong FPO, 7% showing moderate FPO, and 75% 

showing no FPO: 

1. In 50 of the 288 displays (17%), one of the three distractors drew sta-

tistically at least as many responses as the actual target, and that 

same distractor drew statistically more responses than did either of its 

two companion distractors. This pattern indicates strong FPO. The av-

erage RT for these 50 displays was 1156ms (range 346ms – 1798ms). 

For 6 of these 50 displays, one of the distractors drew statistically more 

responses than any other item in the display, including the target itself, 

indicating very strong FPO. The average RT for these 6 displays was 

1091ms (410ms – 1749ms).  

2. In 21 of the 288 displays (7%), one of the distractors drew a statistical-

ly greater response rate than either of its two companion distractors but 

fell short of the response rate to the actual target. The average RT for 

these 21 displays was 1166ms (551ms – 1811ms). These data thus 

indicate moderate FPO. 

3. In the remaining 217 displays (75%), the target drew a statistically 

higher rate of responses than any of the distractors, all of which were 

equivalent to each other. The average RT for these 217 displays was 

1074ms (434ms – 1799ms). Thus, no FPO arose with these displays. 
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Further Bonferroni-corrected comparisons revealed that Ss were faster to 

respond to displays with no FPO than displays with moderate to strong or very 

strong FPO as defined above, p < .001 for both comparisons. There was no sig-

nificant difference in RTs for displays which contained moderate versus strong or 

very strong FPO, p = 1. 

Examples of displays in which strong or moderate FPO was found are 

shown in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. Average response distributions and RTs for 4 of the 288 
displays tested in Experiment 2. Stronger FPO was found for some 
displays (a and b) than others (c and d) based on the relationship of 
target (T) to the distractor (D) quadrants. FPO was very strong in 
Panel a because D3 drew significantly more responses than T and 
significantly more than D1 and D2. FPO was strong in Panel b be-
cause D1 drew responses as frequently as T and more frequently 
that D2 and D3. FPO was moderate in Panel c because D3 outdrew 
D1 and D2 but drew fewer responses than T. Lastly, FPO in Panel 
d was likewise moderate because D3 outdrew D1 and D2 but drew 
fewer responses than T. 

 

The debriefing forms suggested strategies that Ss employed to perform the task: 

1. “I tried to visualize a box with 3 dots that were aligned in a L shape” 

2. “I tried to find which dot…made the quadrilateral shapes I imagined by 

connecting the dots irregular/asymmetric (sic).” 

3. “I tried to make a square of the dots, and the one that didn’t fit was 

odd.”   
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These reports suggest that rather than viewing the displays as four dis-

crete elements, Ss were seeing them as unitary configurations, just as they re-

ported in Experiment 1. Of the 17 Ss, 7 (41%) volunteered that they were 

visualizing a square formed by the dots. By definition, in all displays tested, three 

of the four dots – the three distractors – fall on three of the four corners of an im-

aginary square, with the target dot then falling clear of the remaining corner (Fig-

ure 11). For all 288 displays, the target dot fell on one of three positions relative 

to this square:  

1. on the border (but off the corner) of the imaginary square in 72 dis-

plays: 

2. inside the square in 36 displays; and  

3. outside the square in 180 displays. 

 

A square is a highly symmetric figure, the simplest and most symmetric of 

all quadrilaterals, having four axes of mirror symmetry and just one parameter, its 

side length (or area). 
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Figure 11. The imaginary square that Ss reported noticing in each 
display is indicated by the dashed line (not actually present in the 
displays). For all displays in Experiment 2, the odd dot fell into one 
of the three positions: on, inside, or outside the perimeter of the 
square implied by the three distractor dots. 

 

When the target dot fell inside or outside of the imaginary square, Ss 

chose that target dot as the odd item 84.9% and 86.6% of the time, respectively. 

These response rates were not significantly different from one another, F(1, 214) 

= 1.394, p = .239, but they were much higher than the 51.9% of responses given 

to the target dot when it fell somewhere directly along the square’s border, F(1, 

286) = 655.751, p < .001.  

Combined with the information from the debriefings, closer examination of 

the displays further revealed that Ss noticed another symmetric configuration 

contained within these dot displays – a rectangle, three of whose corners are 

demarcated by the target and two of the three distractors. This rectangle can be 

seen in the On and Outside displays of Figure 11 but not in the Inside displays 

(because geometrically the target and any two distractors there always form ei-

ther a triangle or a straight line but never a rectangle). Response distributions re-

On 

Target 

Inside 

Target 

Outside 

Target 
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vealed that for all 71 of the displays in which one of the distractors appeared to 

falsely pop out (50 strongly or very strongly, 21 moderately), the same FPO 

quadrant that drew a high response rate also contained the one dot that broke 

this imaginary rectangle by falling off its border, as illustrated in Figure 12.  

 

 
 

Figure 12. The two displays above are identical but suggest two dif-
ferent perceptual organizations that may have played a role in Ex-
periment 2: one of a square and one of a rectangle formed by the 
target dot and two of the distractors. 

 

A rectangle is the second most symmetric quadrilateral of all, having two 

axes of symmetry and just two parameters (its area and aspect ratio, or redun-

dantly, its height and width). Combining the data in Figure 10 with the debriefings 

from Ss (Figure 11) leads to the following observations: 

1. When the target dot fell on the border of the imaginary square, 88% 

(63/72) of displays showed statistically significant, moderate to very 

strong FPO from the distractor dot that broke this rectangle. For those 

9 displays that did not exhibit FPO, Ss responded to the actual target 

73% of the time (range 60-85%, median 74%), with 20% of responses 

target 
(24%) 

FPO distractor 
(69.6%) 

Square Rectangle 

target 
(24%) 

FPO distractor 
(69.6%) 
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(range 9-31%, median 20%) loading onto the distractor containing the 

dot that broke the alternative rectangle. We suspect these 9 displays 

did not reach statistical significance for FPO because of our conserva-

tive corrections for multiple comparisons. 

2. When the target fell inside the border of the imaginary square, 0% 

(0/36) of displays exhibited statistically significant FPO, hypothetically 

because none of them contained imaginary rectangles (their geometry 

precludes any such rectangle). 

3. When the target fell outside the border of the imaginary square, just 

4% (8/180) of displays exhibited statistically significant FPO. For those 

rare 8, the FPO was again found for the distractor that contained a dot 

breaking an imaginary rectangle.  

 

Discussion 

The results of Experiment 2 provide further evidence for the existence of 

FPO, now in displays that use spatial location rather than orientation as search 

dimensions. This suggests that FPO may not be an isolated curiosity but perhaps 

a more common phenomenon, one that might reveal previously unknown pro-

cesses occurring during pop out. 

The FPO found in Experiment 2 was sufficiently focused that for 25 of the 

displays producing FPO, one of the distractors drew more responses than the 

actual target, indicating a very strong form of FPO. Sometimes two error quad-
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rants drew frequent responses rather than just one quadrant, however, suggest-

ing that more than one distractor can pose as the target and thus create FPO.  

Unlike with the lines in Experiment 1, we had few advanced expectations 

with the dots in Experiment 2 about which displays (if any) might yield FPO and 

about which quadrants might falsely attract responses and thus act as DFPOs. 

Some of the EFs present in the X and Diamond configurations of Experiment 1, 

such as implied closure or parallelism, have no obvious counterparts in configu-

rations constructed from dots, although symmetry can arise with either line or dot 

patterns. Debriefings from our Ss suggested they perceived the dot patterns as 

forming configurations, as with constellations of stars in the night sky. Consistent 

with the Gestalt principle of prägnanz or simplicity (Garner, 1970a; van der Helm, 

2014; Wagemans et al, 2012), it appears Ss were trying to fit the four dots in 

each display to the simplest, most symmetric connection scheme that would 

group them, namely a square (with its single parameter). When one dot would 

not fit on the outline of that square, it would usually stand out as the odd item and 

be identified quickly and correctly as such. When no dot broke the outline of the 

square, however, Ss reverted to the second simplest scheme for organizing the 

four dots, namely a rectangle (with its two parameters), and they saw as odd the 

dot that broke this rectangle. These two principles – the square and the rectangle 

– account for the results from 94.1% (271/288) of the stimuli tested here. Specifi-

cally they pinpoint which displays yield FPO and which do not; when FPO occurs, 
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they identify which one of the three identical distractor dots will be the one to 

falsely pop out.  

We note that the RTs for the displays with FPO in Experiment 1 and 2 are 

much larger compared with those found using traditional detection paradigms. 

This occurred only for those displays in which there is competing configural in-

formation. We speculate that longer RTs indicate the immediate competition of 

perceptually salient configural information and task-relevant low-level information. 

In displays with no FPO, configural and low-level information do not compete – 

the unique item is also the item that breaks translational symmetry (a configural 

element) in the display. In displays with FPO, one item is unique and/or breaking 

translational symmetry (depending on your perspective), and a different item 

breaks a different overall configuration or symmetry. In this case, RTs grow long-

er because these items equally pop out and compete for visual attention.  If con-

figural information were allowed to dominate via specific task instructions, as 

demonstrated in Experiment 3, target performance should improve.  
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Experiment 3 

 

 This experiment examines the idea of symmetry or pattern-breaking sug-

gested after Experiment 2. Ss were asked to perform two different target location 

tasks using the same displays – one in which they located the unique item, and 

one in which they located the item breaking the pattern of the display. Using iden-

tical displays for both tasks allowed for a direct comparison between low-level 

feature detection and detection of configural elements. Based on the findings 

from Experiments 1 and 2, we expected that Ss would be faster at finding pat-

tern-breaking items than they would unique items in the displays.  

 

Participants 

34 Rice University undergraduate students (11 male, 23 female; ages 17-

21) participated voluntarily for credit towards their course requirements. Inclusion 

and exclusion criteria were the same as in Experiments 1 and 2. 

 

Stimuli and Design   

 All displays were composed of lines or letters in an 8-item, clock-style ar-

rangement. Four items – positive and negative diagonal, horizontal, and vertical 

lines – were used to create displays with broken octagon and starburst patterns 

thereby wittily named “Octagon” and “Starburst” displays (Figure 13a, b). Any one 

of the eight lines could be rotated in order to break the octagon or starburst pat-
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tern in these displays. These patterns were chosen because they contain multiple 

previously identified emergent features (Cragin and Pomerantz, in press). In par-

ticular, the Octagons contain symmetry, good continuation, and closure, while the 

Starbursts contain symmetry, illusory contours (the apparent formation of a circu-

lar disk in the middle of the Starburst as a consequence of the configuration of 

the internal endpoints of the lines), and colinearity. 
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Figure 13. Examples of Octagon (a), Starburst (b), Letter (c), and 
Singleton (d) displays in Experiment 3. 

 

Four items – the letters A-D – were used to create Letter control displays 

analogous in structure to the Octagon and Starburst displays, but without the kind 

of symmetry and EFs found in those pattern displays (Figure 13c). Letters were 

placed clockwise in the display with an A-B-C-D-A-B-C-D arrangement (mirroring 

the arrangement of the lines) with one letter replaced to disrupt this arrangement.   

a.#

b.#

c.#

d.#
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 Two items – horizontal and vertical lines – were used to create classic 

homogeneous Singleton displays wherein the target is one single unique item 

(based on low-level features) in a field of homogeneous distractors (Figure 13d). 

These displays were composed of either all horizontal or all vertical lines placed 

in the same 8 item locations used in the Octagon, Starburst, and Letter displays, 

with one of the lines rotated 90º.  

 For the Octagon, Starburst and Letter displays, each of the 8 item loca-

tions could contain one of the three other items used in the display that would 

disrupt the pattern or letter sequence if placed in that location, for a total of 24 of 

each of these Display Types. For the Singleton displays, each of 8 stimulus loca-

tions could contain either a horizontal or vertical line, for a total of 16 of these 

displays. 

 

Tasks 

 Given the symmetry of the displays, there was always a unique line/letter 

present directly across from the item that disrupted the Octagon, Starburst or Let-

ter configurations. This allowed Ss to use the same displays to perform two sepa-

rate tasks:  

1. Pattern-breaker Task – Ss were asked to find the line/letter in the displays 

that “breaks a particular pattern.” They were told they would see 4 different 

patterns: 1. “Lines that form an octagon – find the line that breaks that 

formation” 2. “Lines that form a starburst (i.e., they all radiate outward from 
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the center) – find the line that breaks the starburst” 3. “Lines that are all 

horizontal or all vertical – find the line that breaks that pattern” 4. “The let-

ters A, B, C, D, A, B, C, D arranged in that order in the form of an octagon. 

One of the letters will be repeated or missing – find the letter that breaks 

the A, B, C, D pattern.” Examples of actual stimuli were given during a 

practice session with feedback to illustrate the patterns, and help ensure 

Ss understood the task they were currently performing.  

2. Basic feature Task  – Ss were asked to “…touch the line or letter that is 

different from any other item in the display…that does not match any other 

line or letter in the display.” For the Octagon, Starburst, and Letter displays, 

this was always the item directly across from the item that disrupted the 

pattern of those displays (although this was not mentioned to the Ss). For 

the Singleton displays, the line that broke homogeneity was also the 

unique item, so the target was the same for both tasks in these displays, 

with only the instructions differing. 

 

Procedure  

 E-Prime Professional Version 2.0 (Psychology Software Tools, Inc.) was 

used to design and run the experiments. Lines (100pixel, 3pt. stroke) and letters 

(100x100 pixels, 3pt. stroke) were created using Adobe Illustrator and Corel-

DRAW X3.  
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 Displays were presented on touch screens calibrated to minimize display 

differences in color and brightness. Ss viewed the displays from a distance of 12-

18 inches and responded to the displays by touching the line or letter they 

thought to be the target. There were no limits on response time. Accuracy feed-

back was provided after every response. A 750msec inter-display fixation cross 

was also used.  The experiment was completed in a darkened room to reduce 

glare on the monitors. 

 Before each task, Ss saw 12 practice displays identical to those in the ac-

tual experiment in order to familiarize them with the upcoming task. Task order 

was counter-balanced, and Ss saw all displays 3 times per task.  

 

Results 

 Univariate ANOVAs (2 x 2 x 4 x 8) for subject accuracies and correct RTs 

were done for the following variables: Task Order (Pattern-breaking Task 1st or 

Basic feature Task 1st), Task (Pattern-breaking Task or Basic feature Task), Dis-

play Type (Octagon, Starburst, Letter, Singleton), and Target Location (8).  

 For accuracies (Table 1), there was a significant main effect of Task, with 

better accuracies overall in the Pattern-breaking Task (M = 97.6%) than the 

Basic feature Task (M = 91.7%). There was a main effect of Display Type on ac-

curacy. However, Bonferroni-corrected comparisons revealed that Octagon (M = 

95.7%), Singleton (M = 95.6%), and Letter displays (M = 94.3) were all the same, 

p > .11 for all. Starburst displays (M = 93.1%) had lower accuracies than Octagon 
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or Singleton displays, p < .001 for both, but were equivalent to Letter displays, p 

= .16, making all Display Types equivalent in accuracy to at least one other Dis-

play Type.   

 

 df MSE F p Power 

Order 1 0.03 3.11 0.08 0.42 
Location 7 0.01 1.35 0.22 0.58 
Task 1 1.74 206.65 0.00* 1.00 
DispType 3 0.08 9.17 0.00* 1.00 
Order * Location 7 0.01 0.69 0.68 0.30 
Order * Task 1 0.10 11.94 0.00* 0.93 
Order * DispType 3 0.05 5.47 0.00* 0.94 
Location * Task 7 0.01 0.65 0.72 0.29 
Location * DispType 21 0.01 1.12 0.32 0.84 
Task * DispType 3 0.08 9.28 0.00* 1.00 
Order * Location * Task 7 0.00 0.46 0.86 0.21 
Order * Location * DispType 21 0.00 0.42 0.99 0.34 
Order * Task * DispType 3 0.04 4.74 0.00* 0.90 
Location * Task * DispType 21 0.01 0.77 0.76 0.64 
Order * Location * Task * DispType 21 0.01 0.72 0.81 0.60 

 
Table 1. Accuracy main effects and interactions p-values for Exper-
iment 3. All significant values are bolded and marked*. 

 

Interactions for accuracies included: Order X Task, Order X Display Type, 

Task X Display Type, and a three-way interaction of Order X Task X Display 

Type. For the interaction of Task Order and Task, there was no difference be-

tween Task Order accuracies on the Pattern-breaking Task, F(1,1022)= 2.85, p 
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= .09, but accuracies were lower in the Basic feature Task when it came first (M 

= .91) versus second (M = .93), F(1, 1022) = 8.82, p = .003.  

The interaction of Task Order and Display Type was the result of both the 

Octagon and Starburst displays having significantly higher accuracies when the 

Pattern-breaking Task was performed first (Octagon M = .97; Starburst M = .94) 

versus second (Ocatgon M = .95; Starburst M = .92), F(1, 510) = 8.98, p = .003 

for Octagons, F(1, 510) = 5.58, p = .02 for Starbursts. There were no differences 

in accuracies based on Task Order for the Singleton or Letter displays.  

For the interaction of Task and Display Type, accuracies were significantly 

higher for all Display Types in the Pattern-breaking Task (Octagon M = .99; Star-

burst M = .96; Letter M = .96; Singleton M = .99) than in the Basic feature Task 

(Octagon M = .93; Starburst M = .90; Letter M = .93; Singleton M = .92), p ≤ .003 

for all. Three-way interaction results revealed that this was true regardless of 

Task Order for all Display Types except the Letters. Letter display accuracies 

were no different by Task for the Ss that performed the Pattern-breaking Task 

first, p = .64.  

All experimental factors yielded significant main effects on accurate RTs 

(Table 2). Ss who performed the Basic feature Task first were generally slower 

than those that did the Pattern-breaking Task first (1875msec and 1399msec, 

respectively). To examine the mildly significant main effect of Target Location, 

Bonferroni-corrected multiple comparisons of RTs for each location were per-

formed and these indicated that only two locations were significantly different 
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from one another, p = .03, 238msec difference. There were no interactions in-

volving Target Location. Ss were much faster at accurately locating targets in the 

Pattern-breaking Task (1198msec) than the Basic feature Task (2177msec). 

Overall for both Tasks, Ss were fastest when finding targets in the Singleton dis-

plays (1105msec), followed by the Octagons (1583msec), Starbursts (1794msec), 

and Letter displays (2069msec), p < .001 for all comparisons.  

 

 

df MSE F p Power 

Order 1 1.16E+08 170.25 0.00* 1.00 
Location 7 1.39E+06 2.05 0.05* 0.80 
Task 1 5.95E+08 872.66 0.00* 1.00 
Display Type 3 8.49E+07 124.49 0.00* 1.00 
Order * Location 7 2.04E+05 0.30 0.95 0.14 
Order * Task 1 5.80E+07 85.03 0.00* 1.00 
Order * Display Type 3 1.11E+07 16.28 0.00* 1.00 
Location * Task 7 8.11E+05 1.19 0.31 0.52 
Location * Display Type 21 1.92E+05 0.28 1.00 0.22 
Task * Display Type 3 2.73E+07 40.04 0.00* 1.00 
Order * Location * Task 7 2.45E+05 0.36 0.93 0.17 
Order * Location * Display Type 21 2.09E+05 0.31 1.00 0.24 
Order * Task * Display Type 3 7.72E+06 11.31 0.00* 1.00 
Location * Task * Display Type 21 6.01E+05 0.88 0.62 0.72 
Order * Location * Task * Display Type 21 2.38E+05 0.35 1.00 0.28 

 
Table 2. RT (correct trials only) main effects and interactions p-
values for Experiment 3. All significant values are bolded and 
marked*. 
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The same significant interactions found for accuracies were also found for 

RTs: Order X Task, Order X Display Type, Task X Display Type, and a three-way 

interaction of Order, Task and Display Type (see Figure 14 for distributions). For 

the interaction of Task Order and Task, there was again no difference between 

Task Order RTs in the Pattern-breaking Task, F(1,126)= 3.28, p = .07, but Ss 

slower in the Basic feature Task if they did it first (M = 2583msec) versus second 

(M = 1772), F(1, 126) = 16.33, p < .001.  

The interaction of Task Order and Display Type was the result of both the 

Octagon and Starburst displays drawing significantly faster RTs when the Pat-

tern-breaking Task was performed first (Octagon M = 1218msec; Starburst M = 

1423msec) versus second (Octagon M = 1945msec; Starburst M = 2159msec), 

F(1, 62) = 5.26, p = .03 for Octagons, F(1, 62) = 6.25, p = .02 for Starbursts. 

There were no differences in RTs based on Task Order for the Singleton or Letter 

displays.  

For the interaction of Task and Display Type, RTs were significantly faster 

for all Display Types in the Pattern-breaking Task (Octagon M = 848msec; Star-

burst M = 1062msec; Letter M = 1640msec; Singleton M = 834msec) versus the 

BF Task (Octagon M = 2316msec; Starburst M = 2525msec; Letter M = 

2492msec; Singleton M = 1378msec), p < .001 for all.  
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Figure 14. Distributions of RTs for all 4 Display Types in Experiment 

3 for the Pattern-breaking Task (a) and the Basic feature Task (b). 

For each Task, RTs for Ss who performed the Pattern-breaking 

Task first are shown in green, with those for Ss who performed the 

Basic feature Task first shown in blue. Means are denoted by x.  

!

!

a.#

b.#
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Because of the significant effects on RTs and our specific interest in the 

speed of target location for different Display Types, Bonferroni-corrected pairwise 

comparisons were performed for each of the Display Types for both Tasks in 

both Task Orders (see Figure 15). When performing the Pattern-breaking Task, 

no matter the Task Order, no differences were found between the RTs for the 

Octagon displays and those for the traditional Singleton displays. The same was 

true for the Starburst and Singleton displays for Ss that did the Basic feature 

Task first. For the Basic feature Task, no matter the Task Order, RTs for each 

Display Type were no different from those of at least one other Display Type.   
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Figure 15. Breakdown of RTs by Task and Task Order in Experi-
ment 3. Bonferroni-corrected p-values for RTs that were not signifi-
cantly different are shown. 

 

Discussion 

 For all Display Types, Ss were faster and more accurate to find items that 

broke patterns than they were at finding unique items. This was true at all levels 

of interaction analyses1. For the Octagons and sometimes Starbursts, Ss were as 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!With!the!noted!exception!of!the!Letter!display!accuracies.!The!differential!results!for!
these!displays!was!not!surprising,!given!the!patterns!being!broken!in!these!displays!are!
arbitrary,!learned!ones,!not!basic!symmetries!to!which!the!visual!system!is!sensitive.!
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fast to find a pattern-breaking item as they were to find a pattern-breaking Single-

ton target in a homogeneous field of distractors.  

 As in Experiments 1 and 2, although given explicit instructions as to the 

nature of the target in each task, Ss employed strategies to assist them in finding 

targets, but only when the targets were unique. Feedback from Ss suggested that 

the main effect of Task Order was the result of the development of an interesting 

tactic. When Ss performed the Pattern-breaking Task first, they realized upon 

moving on to the Basic feature Task that the target (the unique item) always oc-

curred directly opposite from the pattern-breaking item. They reported things like 

“I went directly across from the target that popped out at me.” Many fewer Ss that 

had to search for unique items first realized that they could use this strategy, and 

accuracies and RTs suffered for the Octagon and Starburst displays for those Ss.  

 In fact, the task of finding unique items embedded in patterns (i.e., in dis-

plays high in emergent features) led to slower performance in the Basic feature 

Task for all Display Types. This included the Singleton displays, despite the fact 

that the target item in these displays was the same in both tasks. Again, this is a 

phenomenon that we attribute to the participants’ strategy discussed above. In 

the Basic feature Task, any Ss that may have chosen to use the pattern-breaking 

item as a reference for finding the unique item were not able to employ this strat-

egy when Singleton displays were presented because the pattern-breaking and 

unique item were one in the same in these displays. Due to the mixed random 
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design of the experiment, the presentation of the Singleton displays would re-

quire an unexpected shift in strategy, naturally costing time.  

 We also note that although the Octagon, Starburst, and Letter displays 

used in this experiment are not homogeneous search displays, the pattern-

breaking item in all of the displays was always the most common element in the 

display (it has the same orientation as two other lines in the pattern). The only 

“local” relationship that would therefore discriminate that line from all the others in 

the display is that it is different from the line directly across from it (the unique 

line). However, the unique line is also different from the line directly across from it 

(the pattern-breaking line, of course), with the added distinction of being unique. 

By any low-level theory involving local contrast arguments, the unique line should 

be easier to detect than the pattern-breaking line; however we see the opposite 

for all display types. 
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Experiment 4 

 

 In this experiment, only 3 items were used in each display, and various 

stimuli were used to create the displays. Lines and dots were included to demon-

strate the retention of FPO in displays using the same stimuli from Experiments 

1-3, but in a different configuration. Other stimuli used were designed to examine 

FPO as it might be found in the displays shown in Figure 5b and c. Applying the 

current findings to previous informal observations using these stimuli suggests 

that, even when discriminating among 3 items, Ss either choose to or are not 

able to ignore important configural information. We predict that multiple potentials 

for grouping in these displays will lead to impaired performance for finding a 

unique target compared to control displays.  

 

Participants 

19 Rice University undergraduate students (10 male, 9 female; ages 18-

20) participated voluntarily for credit towards their course requirements. Other 

requirements for participation and exclusion criteria were the same as for Exper-

iments 1-3. 

 

Stimuli and Design  

 All displays were composed of three items in a row. In total, there were 16 

different Display Types based on the kind of stimuli used in those displays (see 
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Figure 16). Except in the case of the Dots, every Display Type used one pair of 

stimuli arranged in all possible target/distractor configurations, resulting in 6 indi-

vidual displays for each Display Type.  
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Figure 16. The 16 Display Types in Experiment 4, with stimuli used 

to create them and examples of final displays. 
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 Five of the 16 Display Types (Figure 16a-e) will be called Displays with 

Emergent Features because they were believed to contain emergent features, 

and therefore induce potential pattern perception, resulting from inter-item group-

ing that would lead to FPO of one or both distractors. For example, in left exam-

ple display of Figure 16a, there are three potentials for grouping. The two lines on 

the right might group to form an upward peak via potential connectivity, with the 

leftmost line (a distractor) perceptually isolated. The leftmost and rightmost lines 

might also group to form a partial enclosure with the middle line perceptually iso-

lated (also a distractor). Finally, the two leftmost lines (the two distractors) also 

have parallelism, which lends itself to the perceptual isolation of the actual unique 

target (the rightmost line). Because of the multiple possibilities for grouping in 

these displays, it was expected that accuracies and RTs would reflect this com-

petition.  

 Another five of 16 Display Types (Figure 16f-j) will be called Displays with 

Disrupted Emergent Features. They were analogous to the displays containing 

emergent features (a-e), but the stimuli were each rotated 90º to disrupt the po-

tential for multiple pattern perception, thereby decreasing the potential for FPO. 

For instance, the left example of the Rotated Parentheses (Figure 16g) is analo-

gous to the left example of the Parentheses (Figure 16b), except for the 90º rota-

tion of the individual stimuli (N.B. in the case of the Line displays, 90º rotation 

would yield the same pair of stimuli, so these displays were instead jittered by 

moving the middle stimulus down).   
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 Another five of 16 Display Types (Figure 16k-o) were designated as Con-

trols, using stimulus discriminations that have never been previously shown to 

cause FPO. One of these 5 Control Display Types (Figure 16o, Jittered squares) 

was jittered as a control comparison for the Jittered Line displays.  

 Finally, one of the 16 Display Types (Figure 16p), designated as Dots, was 

composed of dots in boxes, replicating those used in Experiment 2. There were 

nine possible locations for a dot within its box (top left, top center, top right, mid-

dle left, center, middle right, bottom left, bottom center, bottom right). A third of 

the Dot displays used every possible top row target/distractor combination, a third 

used every middle row combination, and a third used every bottom row combina-

tion (i.e., in keeping with the rest of the stimuli, the targets and distractor were 

always in a straight line, so Ss could not use a second location cue for locating 

the target).   

 The target/distractor combinations used resulted in 54 individual Dot dis-

plays. Including the 6 displays of each other Display Type, there was a grand to-

tal of 144 individual displays.    

 

Procedure  

 As in the previous experiments, E-Prime Professional Version 2.0 (Psy-

chology Software Tools, Inc.) was used to design and run this experiment. Ss 

viewed the displays from about 12-18in and responded to the displays by press-

ing keys on a keyboard corresponding to the different items (the digits 1, 2, and 3 
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on the keyboard number pad corresponded to the left, middle, and right items, 

respectively, mirroring the layout of the display). The experiment was completed 

in a darkened room to reduce glare on the monitors. 

 Ss were instructed to “identify the item that is different from the other two,” 

and instructions were immediately followed by a practice session using only “A” 

and “B” letter discriminations as practice stimuli. Feedback was given during the 

practice trials but not in the experiment proper. Each display was presented for a 

maximum of 1500msec or until a response was made. An inter-stimulus fixation 

cross (“ + “) was presented for 750msec.  

 Each of the 144 displays (54 Dot displays; 6 of each of the other 15 dis-

play types) was presented twice per block in a mixed, random order, 4-block de-

sign. Ss were given time to rest in between blocks. The same feedback 

questionnaire used in Experiment 1 was given to participants after they complet-

ed the experiment. 

 

Results 

 Univariate ANOVAs (4 x 16 x 3) for both subject accuracies and accurate 

RTs were done for the following variables: Block (1-4), Display Type (16 types – 

refer to Figure 16), and Target Location (3 possible positions). 

 Except for the 3-way interaction, all effects were significant for both accu-

racies and RTs (Tables 3 and 4). 
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 df MSE F p Power 

Display Type 15 1.00 43.02 0.00* 1.00 

Location 2 0.76 32.57 0.00* 1.00 

Block 3 0.27 11.64 0.00* 1.00 

DispType * Location 30 0.09 3.85 0.00* 1.00 

DispType * Block 45 0.03 1.48 0.02* 1.00 

Location * Block 6 0.07 2.98 0.01* 0.91 

DispType * Location * Block 90 0.02 0.69 0.99 0.97 

 

Table 3. Accuracy main effects and interactions p-values in Exper-

iment 4. All significant values are bolded and marked*. 

 

 df MSE F p Power 

Display Type 15 3.9E+06 184.99 0.00* 1.00 

Location 2 3.0E+06 145.18 0.00* 1.00 

Block 3 6.6E+06 315.31 0.00* 1.00 

DispType * Location 30 2.1E+05 9.82 0.00* 1.00 

DispType * Block 45 3.8E+04 1.80 0.00* 1.00 

Location * Block 6 7.9E+04 3.77 0.00* 0.91 

DispType * Location * Block 90 8921.94 0.43 1.00 0.97 

 

Table 4. RT (correct trials only) main effects and interactions p-

values in Experiment 4. All significant values are bolded and 

marked*. 

 

For the main effect of Display Type, Bonferroni-corrected pairwise com-

parisons of accuracies were performed for the 16 Display Types, and their signif-

icances along with accuracies and RTs are shown in Table 5. The accuracies for 

all but two of the Display Types with Emergent Features did not differ: accuracies 

for the Chevron displays were significantly lower than for the Line displays but 
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were the same as all other Display Types with Emergent Features, as well as the 

Dots (for accuracy and RT distributions, see Figure 17). Interestingly, accuracies 

for the Jittered Line displays were also equivalent to accuracies for all Display 

Types with Emergent Features, and it is plausible that these displays may have 

yet contained potential patterns despite our attempt to disrupt that possibility by 

jittering the stimuli. The FPO results discussed later lend support to this hypothe-

sis. 
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Table 5. Comparisons of accuracies and RTs between Display 

Types in Experiment 4 (Emergent Features abbreviated here as 

EFs). Significance values are p-values for accuracy comparisons 

after Bonferroni correction. Cells that are bolded and shaded repre-

sent comparisons in which accuracies for two Display Types were 

not different from one another. Cells including a † represent com-

parisons in which RTs were not different from one another. Average 

accuracies and RTs for correct trials for each Display Type are also 

provided. 

 

As expected, accuracies for Display Types 16f-j with Disrupted Emergent 

Features (except in the curious case of the Jittered Lines) were significantly 

higher than accuracies for Display Types with Emergent Features. For every 

comparison, accuracies for Display Types with Disrupted Emergent Features 

were no different than for Control displays 16k-o, which also had significantly 

higher accuracies than displays 16a-e containing EFs (again, with the exception 

of the Jittered Lines).  

 Dot displays received significantly lower accuracies than every other Dis-

play Type except for the Chevrons. They also received the highest RTs, p < .001 

for all comparisons.  The effect of Block was such that participants got faster and 

mostly more accurate across blocks (accuracy fell in the last block). For every 

Display Type, RTs got faster across Blocks – Ss were significantly slower at re-

sponding accurately in Block 1 (and sometimes Block 2) than Blocks 3 and 4, p 

< .05 for all. However, the effect of Block on accuracies was only significant for 5 

of the 16 Display Types. Pairwise Bonferroni-corrected comparisons revealed 
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that for 3 of those Display Types, Block 1 yielded the lowest accuracies; for 1 of 

those Display Types, Block 4 was less accurate than Block2 only; and for 1 of 

those Display Types there were no differences between blocks after corrections. 

Block effects by Target Location were significant for the middle location, where 

Ss were less accurate in Block 1 than all other Blocks, p < .02 for all (Bonferroni 

corrected), with no other differences between blocks, and the rightmost location, 

where Ss were less accurate in Block 1 than Block 3, p = .04, with no other Block 

differences. All three Target Locations drew faster reaction times across Blocks, 

with Block 1 always being slower than Blocks 3 and 4, p < .001 for all. 
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Figure 17. Distribution of accuracies (top) and RTs (bottom) for all 

Display Types in Experiment 4, collapsed across Blocks and Target 

Location. Means are denoted by x.  

 

!!

!
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 On the effect of Target Location on performance: overall, Ss were the 

slowest and the least accurate when the target occurred in the middle location 

(90%; 719msec), perhaps because of a standard crowding effect. Ss were the 

most accurate and the fastest when the target was in the rightmost location 

(95%; 624msec), followed by the leftmost location (93%; 643msec), which is the 

opposite of what one might expect from a left-to-right reading order model. Target 

Location was only a significant factor on accuracy for the five Display Types con-

taining Emergent Features (16a-e), as well as for the Dots (16p). In 4 of these 6 

Display Types, the middle location was less accurate than either or both the right 

or left location, p < .05 for all. Accuracies for one of the Display Types in which 

EFs were disrupted (Rotated Angles, 16j) were also affected by Target Location, 

with lower accuracies for the middle location over the rightmost location, p = .05.  

For all Display Types with this effect of Target Location, RTs were also 

significantly higher for the middle location than for both the leftmost and rightmost 

locations (with the leftmost and rightmost locations equivalent to one another), p 

< .001 for all comparisons with the middle location. The Rotated Chevron dis-

plays (14h) also yielded higher RTs for the middle location over the leftmost and 

rightmost locations, p < .04 for both, however there was no effect on accuracies 

by location for this Display Type. No other Display Types with disrupted EFs or 

Control Display Types had accuracies or RTs affected by Target Location.  We 

therefore suggest that this effect is mainly driven by configural properties in the 

displays.  
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Based on this effect of the middle target location on accuracies for certain 

Display Types, the individual displays with a middle target were grouped for ob-

servation (Figure 18a). Interestingly, these displays all contain potential closure 

between either the two left or the two right items. The remaining item isolates it-

self by “facing away” from that closure and creating one half of the next instance 

of closure in a larger pattern. There are other displays with left or right targets in 

which potential closure occurred (Figure 18b and c), but in these displays, the 

item that does not participate in the potential closure faces toward the closure in-

stead of away from it, the translational symmetry (identity) between the left and 

center items in 18b might cause those two to group, isolating the actual unique 

target. This difference in performance based on a seemingly minor change in a 

third item’s relationship to the closure in the display (i.e., making that third item 

face the opposite direction) shows how sensitive perceived wholes are to even 

small changes in just one part. Each element contributes equally to the Gestalt, 

and if performance is based so heavily Gestalt perceptions, as we have seen 

with FPO, then performance will naturally change if the Gestalt changes.  

 The Dot displays also exhibited this pattern of results; they are discussed 

more in the following FPO analyses. 
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Figure 18. Accuracies in Experiment 4 were lower for the Parenthe-
ses, Chevrons, Brackets, and Angles Display Types when the tar-
get occurred in the middle location (a), versus the right (b) or left (c) 
locations. 

 

FPO Analyses 

 To determine whether any one of the distractors was causing FPO in any 

of the displays, each of the 144 individual displays was analyzed separately us-

ing the same methodological concept as Experiments 1 and 2. As there were on-

ly two distractors in this experiment, only one planned comparison was 

performed – between the response rate distributions for the two distractors in 

each display to determine if any one distractor received significantly more re-

sponses than the other.  

 Every Display Type with Emergent Features had at least one individual 

display with at least significant moderate FPO – 2 Line, 2 Parentheses, 1 Chev-

ron, 1 Bracket, and 1 Angle display (see Figure 19).  

b.# c.#a.#
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Figure 19. Individual displays containing Emergent Features from 
Experiment 4 that presented with moderate FPO according to cor-
rected multiple comparisons. Display Types included Lines (a), Pa-
rentheses (b), Chevrons (c), Brackets (d), and Angles (e). The 
average percentage of responses given to each item is shown be-
low each display. The FPO distractor is always the distractor that 
receives the larger proportion of responses. 

 

The same was true for 2 of the 5 Display Types with Disrupted Emergent 

Features – 2 of the Jittered Line, and 2 of the Rotated Bracket displays (Figure 

20). It is possible that the Jittered Lines yet contained Emergent Features that 
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disrupted performance via FPO. Overall accuracies were as low, and RTs as 

high as those for Display Types containing Emergent Features. However, the Ro-

tated Brackets had overall accuracies that were as high as for Control Display 

Types, and RTs (593msec) that were just inside the range of RTs for controls 

(508-593msec) (Table 5). It is not clear whether the “FPO” in these displays is 

really the beginnings of configural competition or the result of a still-new method-

ology for detecting and classifying FPO.  

None of the remaining individual displays with Disrupted Emergent Fea-

tures had any significant differences between distractor response percentages. 

None of the Control Display Types had any significant differences between dis-

tractor response percentages. 
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Figure 20. Individual displays in Experiment 4 with Disrupted Emer-
gent Features that presented with FPO according to corrected mul-
tiple comparisons. Display Types included Jittered Lines (a), and 
Rotated Brackets (b). The percentage of responses given to each 
item is shown below each display. The FPO distractor is always the 
distractor that receives the largest proportion of responses. 

 

18 of the 54 Dot displays had a distractor that received significantly more 

responses than its counterpart. From those 18, Figure 21a shows 5 sets of dis-

plays with analogous arrangements. For these displays, the FPO distractor re-

mained constant. Because configural information between the items in analogous 

displays was held constant (i.e., the spatial relationships of the dots to one an-

other did not change, only their vertical position within the box), FPO was con-

sistent in these displays. For the two non-analogous displays in 21b, a change in 

the rightmost item of these displays from a right-positioned dot to a left-positioned 

dot results in a change in the Gestalt of the display, and therefore a change in 

what item is breaking that Gestalt (falsely popping out). While it is presently diffi-

cult to predict the underlying configural properties driving FPO in the Dot displays, 
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these data further demonstrate the sensitivity of FPO to configural information, 

and converge with results from Experiment 2 by using the same stimuli used 

there to demonstrate FPO in a different display arrangement. 
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Figure 21. (a) 5 sets of analogous Dot displays in Experiment 4 (i.e., 
displays in which the vertical position of the dots within the boxes 
changes, but the spatial relationship of the dots to each other is 
held constant) that presented with moderate FPO according to cor-
rected multiple comparisons. The FPO in these displays consistent-
ly occurs for the same items (outlined in orange). The percentage of 
responses given to each item is shown below each display. (b) 2 
non-analogous Dot displays in which the FPO distractor (outlined in 
orange) changes as a result of changing the relationship of the 
rightmost dot to the other two dots.  
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Figure 18. Individual Dot displays in Experiment 4 that presented 
with moderate FPO according to post hoc corrected multiple 
comparisons. The percentage of responses given to each item is 
shown below each display. The FPO distractor is always the 
distractor that receives the larger proportion of responses. 

 

Discussion 

 Here again, we find that Ss are slower and less accurate at responding to 

displays containing EFs that competed with low-level features than to displays 

that did not. Lines and dots in displays with smaller set sizes than in Experiments 

1-3 were still found to produce competitive EFs that significantly affected search. 
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Discussion 

 Here again, we find that Ss are slower and less accurate at responding to 

displays with multiple configural interpretations. Lines and dots in displays with 

smaller set sizes than in Experiments 1-3 were still found to produce competitive 

emergent features that significantly affected search. We suggest that the effect of 

Target Location as well as the results from the Dot displays is demonstrative of 

the sensitivity of FPO to configural information – even seemingly small changes 

in configural relationships between items in a display can change the resulting 

Gestalt, thereby changing the perceptual interpretation of the display. Further-

more, FPO was retained in Line displays where we attempted to remove emer-

gent features via jittering, emphasizing the importance of both low and high-level 

display properties in the interpretation of visual search data. 
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Experiment 5 

 

 If incongruent information from configural and low-level elements can be 

present at the same time, then there might be certain situations in which configu-

ral information will always be more salient. That is, there could be a FPO scenar-

io in which Ss identify a distractor as the target as often as they accurately 

identify a target in a singleton control display. This pilot experiment investigates 

that idea by using metamers – items that are different but look identical – and 

what we are presently terming “anti-metamers” – items that are identical but look 

different – to construct a display in which Ss would always perceive one of the 

homogeneous distractors was odd. Six different types of such displays were cre-

ated to examine if what might be called Pure FPO could in fact be achieved: a 

stimulus in which a distractor not only competes with the actually odd item to 

stand out as the target but that totally dominates that competition. These displays 

were combined with most of the displays from Experiment 4 in an exploratory pi-

lot.  

 

Participants 

9 Rice University undergraduate students (2 male, 7 female; ages 18-22) 

participated voluntarily for credit towards their course requirements. Other re-

quirements for participation and exclusion criteria were the same as for Experi-

ments 1-4. 
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Stimuli and Design 

 A subset of the displays from Experiment 4 was used again here. Except 

for the Angles, all Display Types containing Emergent Features from Experiment 

4 (Figure 16a-d) were used here. Except for the Jittered Squares, all Control Dis-

play Types (Figure 16k-n) were also used again here. The Display Types with 

Disrupted Emergent Features (Figure 16f-j) were not used for the current experi-

ment.  

 The displays of particular interest to this Experiment were the Potential 

Pure FPO displays (Figure 22). The Potential Pure FPO Display Type included 6 

different individual displays created by combining metamers – two items that are 

physically different but look the same – and anti-metamers – two items that are 

physically identical but look different (Orsten & Pomerantz, 20132). We began 

with a base metamer stimulus of three identical depictions of roads that are often 

perceived as different from one another (Figure 22a). The middle road was rotat-

ed counterclockwise by 2º increments, and these incremental versions of the dis-

play were shown to seven S in a pre-pilot test to find the point of subjective 

equality between the two leftmost roads. 5 out of 7 Ss blindly agreed that a 14º 

rotation of the middle road was the most effective degree of rotation for making 

the middle road look like the left road (Figure 22b). In doing so, the display con-

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2!Orsten!&!Pomerantz!(2013)!originally!presented!the!methodology!of!combining!metaN
mers!and!antiNmetamers!into!single!visual!displays.!By!starting!with!a!pair!of!antiN
metamers,!one!of!the!items!can!be!altered!until!it!looks!the!same!as!other.!Adding!an!
additional!unaltered!item!in!the!correct!configuration!creates!a!combined!metaN
mer/antiNmetamer!display.!!!
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tained a pair of metamers (two different roads that look the same on the left) and 

a pair of anti-metamers (two identical roads that look different, one on the left and 

one on the right).  

 

 
 

Figure 22. (a) Original metamer stimulus – all roads are identical, 
but look different (modified from Kitaoka, 2010). (b-g) All six poten-
tial Pure FPO displays used for the Experiment 5. In all displays, 
the middle item is different and the leftmost and rightmost items are 
identical. (b) the middle road is rotated counterclockwise by 14º. (c) 
the middle road is rotated counterclockwise by 24º. (d, e) identical 
to a and b, but with the middle lines (the stripes of the roads) re-
moved. (f) the middle Jastrow item is shortened by 6 pixels. (g) the 
middle Jastrow item is shortened by 12 pixels. 

a.#

b.# c.#

d.# e.#

f.# g.#
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Along with the 14º rotation, the most extreme road rotation (24º) was also 

used (Figure 22c). The lines from the center of the roads were then removed 

from both road displays, creating two more Potential Pure FPO displays (Figure 

22d, e). The final two displays (Figure 22f, g) are modified versions of the original 

Jastrow shapes, which are a perfect anti-metamer example (although Jastrow 

didn’t use the term) (Jastrow, 1889). For these displays, the height of the middle 

item was decreased by either 6 or 12 pixels.  

For all of the potential Pure FPO displays, it was necessary that the 

unique target remain in the middle location. For reasons discussed in Experiment 

4, changing the position of the unique item would change the configural infor-

mation in the display. As these displays were designed to elicit a specific configu-

ral percept, altering the target location would eliminate the experimental purpose 

of these displays. Because of the pilot nature of this experiment, no other ar-

rangements of these displays were presented, however future experiments 

should include different arrangements of these displays in order to demonstrate 

the mitigation (or reassignment) of FPO as the configural information is changed.  

Besides the Potential Pure FPO displays, all Display Types consisted of 6 

individual displays representing all possible target/distractor combinations for all 

three locations, as in Experiment 4. Combined with the 6 individual Potential Pure 

FPO displays, there were 54 individual displays in total in this experiment.   
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Procedure  

 Except for the addition of the Potential Pure FPO Display Type, all aspects 

of design were identical to those in Experiment 4. 

 Each of the displays with EFs, including each potential Pure FPO display, 

was presented twice per block in a 2-block design. Control Displays were pre-

sented six times per block. Ss were given time to rest in between blocks. The 

same feedback questionnaire used in all experiments was given to participants 

after they completed the experiment. 

 

Results  

Univariate ANOVAs (2 x 9 x 3) for both subject accuracies and accurate 

RTs were done for the following variables: Block (1-2), Display Type (9 types; 4 

with Emergent Features, 4 Controls, and the Potential Pure FPO), and Target 

Location (3). 

 There was a significant effect of Display Type, for both accuracies and 

RTs (Tables 6 and 7). There was a significant interaction of Display Type by Tar-

get Location for accuracies; however this was to be expected, given that the tar-

get was always in the middle location for the potential Pure FPO displays. As the 

interaction of Display Type by Block for accuracies was not found, data were col-

lapsed for subsequent FPO analyses.   
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 df MSE F p Power 

Display Type 8 1.813 37.707 0* 1 
Location 2 0.09 1.878 0.154 0.39 

Block 1 0.119 2.477 0.116 0.348 
DispType * Location 14 0.084 1.755 0.043* 0.912 
DispType * Block 8 0.091 1.899 0.059 0.796 
Location * Block 2 0.049 1.02 0.362 0.228 
DispType * Location * Block 14 0.017 0.363 0.984 0.226 

 
Table 6. Accuracy main effects and interactions p-values in Exper-
iment 5. All significant values are bolded and marked*. 

 

 Df MSE F p Power 

Display Type 8 781438.106 90.755 0* 1 
Location 2 19723.909 2.291 0.103 0.464 
Block 1 17061.254 1.981 0.16 0.29 
DispType * Location 14 14170.807 1.646 0.065 0.888 

DispType * Block 8 13956.797 1.621 0.117 0.715 
Location * Block 2 9073.738 1.054 0.35 0.234 
DispType * Location * Block 14 4879.549 0.567 0.891 0.359 

 
Table 7. RT (correct trials only) main effects and interactions p-
values in Experiment 5. All significant values are bolded and 
marked*. 

 

 Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons of the accuracies for each Dis-

play Type revealed that Control Display Types had the highest accuracies and 

were equal to one another (range of .98-.997). Display Types with Emergent Fea-

tures had lower accuracies equal to one another (range of .69-.76), and the Po-

tential Pure FPO Display Type overall had significantly lower accuracies than any 
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other Display Type (.20) (see Figure 23 for accuracy and RT distributions). Ss 

were fastest when responding to Control Display Types which all had equivalent 

RTs (range of 474-535msec). Although Ss were significantly slower with Brackets 

than Lines, all Display Types with Emergent Features had otherwise equivalent 

RTs that were significantly slower than controls (range of 696-778msec). RTs for 

the Potential Pure FPO displays (786msec) were also equivalent to all Display 

Types with Emergent Features, except the Lines (p = .05 for Lines comparison).  
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Figure 23. Distribution of accuracies (top) and RTs (bottom) for all 

Display Types in Experiment 5. Means are denoted by x.  

 

 

!

!
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FPO Analyses 

The same comparison between distractor items performed in Experiment 

4 was performed for all 54 individual displays. Again, significant FPO was found 

for two Display Types with Emergent Features – Lines and Brackets (Figure 24). 

Relating back to the discussion regarding the consistency of FPO as configural 

information remains constant, the display in 24a is identical to the display used in 

Experiment 4 on the right in 19a, and the FPO distractor is consistent between 

the two displays. The same is true for the displays in 24b and 19d. No FPO was 

found for any of the individual Control displays, no matter their Display Type. 

 

 
 

Figure 24. Displays in Experiment 5 with EFs that contained signifi-
cant FPO and their average response distributions. 

 

All 6 individual Potential Pure FPO displays produced significant FPO. The 

distractor predicted to falsely pop out in these displays (the anti-metamer, right-

most element of all the displays) was always the distractor that did so. The per-

25.9%& 70.4%& 3.7%&

75%& 25%& 0%&

a.&

b.&
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centage of responses that Ss gave the FPO distractor in 4 of the 6 Potential Pure 

FPO displays (Figure 25a-d) was not significantly different than the percentage of 

responses Ss gave the target in Control displays, p > .06 for all. For 2 of those 4 

displays, Ss were also as fast to say that the FPO distractor was odd as they 

were to say that a target in that same location was odd in a Control display, p 

> .26 for both (25b,d). For the Potential Pure FPO display with the 14º rotation 

(25a), although the average response rate given to the unique item was 2.8%, 

only 1 subject responded to this item and that S only did so once (because each 

display was responded to 4 times by each subject, the response rate for the 

unique item for this subject was 25%, making the average percentage for all Ss 

2.8%).  
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Figure 25. All six Potential Pure FPO displays in Experiment 5 and 
their average response distributions and RTs. 

 

Discussion 

Experiment 5 begins by replicating findings from Experiment 4 – Ss were 

less accurate and slower when responding to displays high in competitive config-

ural information. FPO was found in two of the four displays with Emergent Fea-

tures, with these displays demonstrating FPO consistent with their identical 

counterparts in Experiment 4, again reinforcing the idea that when configural in-

formation is held constant, FPO remains consistent.  
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Additionally, what we consider to be Pure FPO was found using a combi-

nation of metamers and anti-metamers to force a particularly strong configural 

percept. In these cases, Ss chose a pattern-breaking distractor as often as they 

chose the unique item in Control displays, and in some cases as quickly as they 

chose the unique item in Control displays. In other words, Ss discriminated based 

on configural information as often and as quickly as they were able to discrimi-

nate green from red, Xs from Os, As from Bs, and the same arrows and triangles 

used to demonstrate the Configural Superiority Effect (Pomerantz et al., 1977).  
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General Discussion 

 

Our results with False Pop Out suggest that the effect may arise when the 

entire search display contains a symmetry – a regularity or pattern – that is bro-

ken by a single item that may or may not be the odd one out. Our results also 

suggest that the “true” pop out often seen with singletons in a field of homogene-

ous distractors may be caused not by the singleton’s being unique and thus acti-

vating a single point on a saliency map (Koch and Ullman, 1985; Itti, Koch and 

Niebur, 1998). Instead it may be caused by that singleton’s breaking an other-

wise regular or symmetric pattern across the stimulus array. Singletons often 

may play a dual role, serving both as pattern breakers and as unique items in the 

same display, but sometimes – as we see here – singletons fail to break patterns 

across the display. Instead, it is sometimes one of the homogeneous distractors 

that breaks a display-wide pattern or symmetry. In that case, this FPO distractor 

may compete with the singleton as the item that pops out to the observer as the 

odd one. 

Experiments 1, 3, 4 and 5 demonstrate that FPO can occur in configura-

tions wherein line orientation demarcates the unique item. Orientation is often 

listed as one of the basic featural dimensions in vision, a notion supported by the 

classic work of Hubel & Wiesel (1962), through many studies supporting bottom-

up, feedforward models of vision, and through experiments showing pop out of 

orientation singletons as revealed by flat search slopes. Here we show that a line 
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singleton differing by the maximal orientation disparity possible – 90 degrees – 

fails to pop out, sometimes losing out to one of the homogeneous distractors. 

Furthermore, smaller differences in orientation (e.g., 45º between the target and 

distractors in the Line Control displays of Experiment 1) resulted in performance 

matching that for control displays showing classic pop out, a finding reminiscent 

of Olson and Attneave’s (1970) pre-Feature Integration Theory work on textural-

ly-based grouping. In that work, Ss were significantly slower at discriminating 90º 

orientation differences between diagonal lines than at discriminating the same 

orientation difference between horizontal and vertical lines, while their perfor-

mance for smaller orientation differences fell between the former two cases. It 

was concluded that retinal-level physical feature differences between items does 

not necessarily predict discrimination performance.  

Experiment 2 showed similar FPO in displays where the items – dots – dif-

fered in spatial location, itself surely one of the most basic features in vision. As 

in the case of the diagonal versus horizontal and vertical lines, identical differ-

ences in spatial location produced profoundly different behavioral results. Con-

sider that the difference in spatial location between target and distractor dots in 

the On and Outside displays in Figure 11 is the same – in both displays the dis-

tractor location is the top middle space of the quadrant, and the target location 

the top left space. If each possible location for a dot within a quadrant were quan-

titatively represented, the resulting difference in target/distractor location quanti-

ties for these two displays would be identical, yet performance for each one was 
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profoundly different. Such variations in performance under stable featural differ-

ences, cannot be explained within the constraints of any basic feature-driven 

theory of visual perception or processing.  

 

Methodological considerations 

The target detection method used in previous studies has been called into 

question with the current experiments. Classically, researchers have asked Ss to 

detect specified targets – to indicate whether a pre-specified item is present or 

absent in a display. Naturally, RTs for target detection have always been low, in-

dicating it was an easy task, and researchers have always assumed that the tar-

get detected was the target specified. In the present research, Ss were asked to 

indicate the location in which they detected a target.  As a result, RTs were nota-

bly higher for displays with FPO than those traditionally associated with pop out. 

We consider this a reflection of competition between configural information and 

low-level, basic feature information. When configural information dominates that 

competition, as in the Pure FPO displays of Experiment 5, Ss are as likely (and 

sometimes as quick) to isolate items that break those configurations as they are 

at discriminating green from red or Xs from Os. This finding closely resembles 

the finding of Configural Superiority Effects (Pomerantz et al., 1977), and com-

bined with the results from Experiments 1-4 provides strong converging evidence 

for TBG (Pomerantz & Portillo, 2011).  
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The design of Experiment 3 teases the competition between configural 

and basic information apart by observing the effect of task relevance on RTs. Ss 

were consistently faster and more accurate when a task involved finding pattern-

breaking items by responding to the configural information in a display than when 

they were explicitly required to focus on basic, low-level information in order to 

find unique items in the same display. In fact, in most cases, they were as fast to 

find a pattern-breaker as they were to find a singleton target in a homogeneous 

search field. It was not until Ss were required to focus on low-level information 

that performance suffered. Furthermore, Ss reported using the pattern-breaking 

items to help them find the unique items, demonstrating the salience of configural 

information regardless of its relevance to the task.  It follows then that any in-

crease in RTs for displays with FPO in other experiments (such as with the Xs 

and Diamonds) was the result of task requirements to find often non-salient, 

unique items.  

 

Theoretical implications 

Treisman and Gelade (1980) originally acknowledged the possibility of 

parallel detection of visual targets (singletons) and perceptual grouping in their 

original Feature Integration Theory (FIT). Referencing the spotlight of attention, 

FIT allows the assumption that attention can be focused on single features or 

widened to accommodate whole groups of items. The premise is that early-stage 

analysis of visual scenes is performed by specialized receptors that handle fea-
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tural dimensions such as color and orientation (Zeki, 1976), but that relational 

aspects of visual scenes, including higher-order information such as translational 

symmetry, might also be processed as basic depending on attentional focus. 

However, they conclude that pop out, whether resulting from parallel detection of 

unique targets or from perceptual grouping always depends on distinctions at the 

featural level. That is, there is no extra information emerging from perceptually 

grouped items – these items are grouped based on differences in basic physical 

features such as those processed in early visual centers. This perspective has 

prevailed in the literature, despite the earlier findings that absolute feature differ-

ences from pure retinal input do not always predict salience (Attneave & Olson, 

1967; Olson & Attneave, 1970).  

Further development of the feature integration approach via Guided 

Search Theory (Wolfe et al., 1989; Wolfe, 1994) allowed for the inclusion of find-

ings such as pop out from texture segregation, but phenomenon such as the 

Configural Superiority Effect (also pre-dating FIT, Pomerantz et al., 1977) and 

more recent findings of pop out with higher-level features such as depth and 3-D 

percepts (Enns & Rensink, 1990; He & Nakayama 1992; Kleffner & Ramachan-

dran, 1992) cannot be accounted for without considering the highly specific 

emergent properties of visual scenes.  

The Theory of Basic Gestalts (Pomerantz & Portillo, 2011) explains find-

ings such as Configural Superiority Effects, higher-order pop out, and now FPO, 

by considering that Gestalts possess emergent features that are more salient to 
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human perception than the nominally basic features from which they arise. So, 

while the feature integration approach might assume that a green item pops out 

of a display of red items because of differences along a basic feature dimension 

of color, TBG considers that the green item is actually breaking a translational 

symmetry – the “redness” – of the display, as the visual system is highly sensitive 

to symmetries and breaks in those symmetries (Julesz, 1981). In theory, being 

able to decompose the display into its component parts of red and green is un-

necessary for the perception of the broken symmetry. For example, Over and 

Over (1967) demonstrated that when it comes to mirror-image symmetrical diag-

onal lines, Ss have no problems detecting that there is a difference between a 

positive and negative diagonal line, but are extremely poor at localizing either 

one of the lines as the target. Appelle (1972) further noted that in humans and 

animals alike, the special kinds of effects seen with oblique lines are most likely 

attributed to neurophysiological mechanisms favoring horizontal and vertical ori-

entations, reinforcing the idea that Ss in the Over and Over work were not able to 

efficiently localize feature differences in the slopes of the diagonals, but were still 

obviously able to use the higher-order emergent feature of mirror symmetry to 

detect that the lines were different. 

The data here support the Gestalt-driven approach by using FPO to show 

that the visual system is more sensitive to certain kinds of symmetry-breaking 

elements than to “uniqueness” per se. If the unique item is considered as an item 

breaking translational symmetry, then perhaps the competition in displays with 
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FPO is entirely a configural one, with a unique item breaking translational sym-

metry and a distractor breaking a different symmetry (e.g., axial). In the case of 

Pure FPO, we find that uniqueness – breaking translational symmetry – may not 

be special at all when rivaled with a more salient and meaningful emergent fea-

ture (e.g., the higher-order construct of common vanishing point shared by the 

two leftmost roads implying 3-D symmetry in Figure 25a). This kind of pop out 

scenario cannot be explained by basic features, basic feature saliency maps, or 

local contrast models as they are currently understood, but are accounted for 

within the framework of TBG. 

 

FPO in models of visuo-perceptual processing 

Although there is no doubt as to the primacy of low-level information pro-

cessing in early levels of cortex, findings like the Configural Superiority effect and 

FPO challenge theories of visual processing to explain how/when we use that in-

formation in conscious perception. If configural information can be more salient 

than basic information, it stands to reason that low-level information may not be 

immediately available to conscious experience just because it is processed first. 

Early findings on global precedence corroborate this notion by using Asch figures 

(larger shapes made out of smaller shapes; Asch, 1962) to demonstrate that 

global differences can be detected more often than local ones, and that global 

cues can actually inhibit responses at the local level (Navon, 1977).  
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The first explanation of visual processing to consider the precedence of 

configural information was the “sealed channel hypothesis” (Pomerantz, 1978). 

This model assumes a fully feed-forward scheme, with information about individ-

ual items from primary cortices being transferred directly, in a closed channel, to 

later processes operating on groups of items. Within this model, V1 might be able 

to register the line orientation of each line in a display, but it does not have the 

capacity to compare these orientations – this must happen in later stages of pro-

cessing. More recently, Hochstein & Ahissar (2002) proposed the reverse hierar-

chies theory, which retains the feed-forward idea of sealed channels, but also 

includes feedback via top-down processing. Even more recent neuroimaging 

work using the original Configural Superiority Effect stimuli, Kubilius et al (2011) 

confirmed that while V1 best discriminates the orientation of the diagonal distin-

guishing the arrow from the triangle, the arrow and triangle themselves are best 

discriminated in the lateral occipital cortex (LOC) – a fine example of secondary 

neuroanatomical processes influencing behavior before primary ones.  

In the case of FPO, we assume that the same processes responsible for 

the Configural Superiority Effect are those responsible for FPO. The sealed 

channel and reverse hierarchy models can both accommodate the phenomenon, 

as can the findings from the recent neuroimaging research. In light of such con-

vergence of evidence for the Gestalt perspective, it is not unwarranted to wonder 

whether False Pop Out should be called “false” at all. Thus far, we have been re-

ferring to it as “false” based solely on the traditional assumption that pop out only 
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occurs for unique items. However, if we were to define the phenomenon based 

on the actual perceptual experience, “false” pop out is in fact “true” pop out. Pre-

dicting that an item should not pop out based on popular theory does not negate 

the fact that it truly does pop out. 

 

Conclusion 

By not considering emergent features and the Gestalt in the study of visual 

attention, most theories of search and pop out may have been built on results 

confounded by experimenter biases toward basic features. Displays have almost 

always been defined at the level of the basic feature, and therefore performance 

has only ever been evaluated at that level. “Basic” has become synonymous with 

“salient” in such research, but the current experiments, especially in the case of 

Pure FPO, surely demonstrate that this is not always – or perhaps ever - the 

case. Instead we find that visual Gestalts can be just as, if not more important 

than low-level features in directing visual attention via pop out. 
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